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Preface

HAVING never lived alone before, I remember how

anxious and wired I felt those first weeks when I

moved into my own apartment. Everything was new, sig-

nificant and unfamiliar. The first time I took my own key

and got my mail in the lobby, went to the nearby grocery

store alone—and especially the first time I dropped my

rent payment into the slotted depository box in the laun-

dry room—caused ordinary life occurrences to seem

unusually meaningful and poignant. Each new step felt

like a major accomplishment that I rejoiced over as I

began the unexpected transition to learning to live alone. 

I listened to all the new sounds: the rustling leaves of a

shade tree, the distant slam of apartment doors, the muf-

fled traffic sounds from the highway and the whoosh of

semi-trucks releasing air brakes from the gas station

across the street. I began to learn that while I lived alone,

the sacred, ordinary eternal rhythms that surround each

of us surround us still—even when we move to new, un-

familiar places. We just need to welcome and recognize

them as they reveal themselves in our new surroundings. 

It is common sometimes for people who are learning

to live alone to wonder, “How will I do? Who will care
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about me?” It is important to ask the questions, sink into

the experience and feel the complex emotions. More

importantly, it is vital to be receptive to the stirrings with-

in us which faith and optimism offer. Whether you are

leaving home for the first time to live alone in a college

setting, beginning a job in a new location, are separated,

divorced, widowed or unmarried—for whatever the rea-

son—millions of people live alone and thrive. As in all sta-

tions in life, the unique dynamics of living alone bring its

own challenges, lessons, joys and rewards. 

As I learned to live alone, I prayerfully sensed that deep

secrets—more life affirming than I could ever have imag-

ined—waited for me. Perhaps the words of Adolfo

Quezada sum up best what I grew to comprehend, “You

face choices every moment of your life and every choice

is an opportunity to take care of yourself. To love yourself

means to make choices which enhance your spiritual

good. Self love results in a sense of ownership for your life

and a responsibility for your fate. Treat yourself as you

would treat someone you cherish.” 

As we mature in learning to live alone, we find that

there are hidden dimensions to this way of life that we

didn’t know were there. A dream I had reinforced this. I

was walking through my apartment hallway and as I



stepped outside, I suddenly came upon an intriguing path

that wasn’t there in reality. The path was carpeted with

soft pine needles and led into a deep forest.  I could not

see where the path led but in the dream, I knew instinc-

tively that it was to something wonderful, reminding me

of Isaiah 42:16, “. . . by paths they have not known, I will

guide them.” 

Though we may live alone, the confidence is ours that

we are each guided and upheld by God, the voice of life

and all we hold dear. Like many of life’s experiences, liv-

ing alone is a process that has little to do with an external

or internal clock. These meditations may coincide with

what you are experiencing at the time you read them.

Conversely, they may not mirror your mood or situation

in the way they are arranged; also, the four weeks of med-

itations, like our inner seasons of the soul, do not always

follow a calendar month. So, let the spirit guide you to use

them in a constructive way that is uniquely right for you.

It is my hope that this book will offer comfort, inspiration

and empowerment to those living alone. May your path

be blessed with joy—wherever it may lead.
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Day 1

�  Remembering Those �
Who Care

“I do not cease to give thanks for you as I remem-
ber you in my prayers.” —Ephesians 1:16

As a summer breeze flapped the white shade on my

apartment’s screened window, it reminded me of a boat

sail billowing on a lazy day. Letting my thoughts wander,

inner peace drifted serenely across the waters of turbulent

memories as I adjusted to the shocking collapse of my

marriage. Thus began my journey as a single woman liv-

ing alone.

Initially, a myriad of emotions tore through me, but

within days I knew I needed support. I contacted a num-

ber of friends and colleagues and within hours, prayers

and encouragement began filtering in. Immediately, I felt

a shift inside that uplifted me beyond tears to resolve and

clarity. It was as if a spiritual momentum gathered me

close and unveiled what I needed to do each step of the

way as I began my new life. 
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At the outset, I lived with my son and daughter-in-law

for a month while waiting for my apartment to become

available. They, along with my sisters and a close friend

assisted me in practical ways when I was frozen with iner-

tia and uncertainty. Rather than the world crashing in

upon me, the world seemed to open up and embrace me

as I contacted community services and found the finan-

cial benefits and support I would need as a disabled per-

son making my way in the world and living alone for the

first time in over thirty years. How those unfamiliar words

haunted me at first until my sister helped me choose an

affectionate Siamese cat named Tubby from the humane

society . . . and “I” became a “we.” I was no longer alone. 

As I pondered the upheaval and transitions of that first

month, thunder rumbled, jarring me out of my musings.

Outside the sky had darkened causing the white globe

street lights of a neighboring apartment complex to come

on prematurely. A cool, refreshing gust of wind rushed

through the screen and I raised the shade so that I could

see the whole panorama of the advancing storm

approach. Tubby perched on a table nearby, his paws on

the window frame, as we both peered out in anticipation.

As it began to rain, misting our faces, I was filled with

gladness and a feeling of empowerment for the first time
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since my move. As a leaf tumbled by carried on the wind,

I remembered and blessed all those who had helped me

make such a pivotal change in my life and who I knew I

could trust to be there through every storm I encoun-

tered.

��
Who are the people in your life who you would like to

bless and extend gratitude to for being your shelter in the

storms?

Love is the force within you that gives to others
what you hope will be given you.

—AQ, Loving Yourself for God’s Sake


